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Abstract: Although the performance and corresponding manufacturing technology of solid oxide
fuel cells (SOFC) units have greatly improved and have met commercial requirements over
the past decades, they are constructed such that they perform poorly and lack strong duration
outputs. Therefore, achieving high performance and extending duration at a stack level are
challenges faced by the development process. This paper develops a large-scale and multiphysics
model for the complete structure of a typical 10-cell SOFC stack. It includes solid components,
flow paths, and porous sections—solid ribs, interconnectors, anode support, anode function layer,
electrolyte layer, cathode layer, air/fuel feed manifolds, feed header, rib channels, exhaust header
and outlet manifolds. The multiphysics application includes momentum, mass, energy and quasi
electrochemical transporting; and their mutual coupling processes within the stack. This new model
can help us understand the working specifics of the large-scale stack, obtaining distribution details
of static pressure, species fraction, and temperature gradient; further addressing optimization of
structure and operation parameters. These details serve as guidelines for practical structural designs
and parameters in real stack levels.

Keywords: 10-cells fuel cell stack; multi-physics modeling; large scale simulating; flow and
temperature distributions

1. Introduction

Solid component fuel cells are considered to be promising energy conversion devices due to their
fuel flexibility [1], high power density [2], and compactness, among others [3]. The planar solid oxide
fuel cell (SOFC) stack, in particular, offers easy manufacturing and high power density outputting
features, compared to the tubular type stack. Over the past decades, the fabrication technologies of
both the SOFC unit and its corresponding materials had been well developed to satisfy commercial
requirements. Several SOFC electrode materials have been exploited, which include the pure
electronic conducting medium (i.e., Pt, Ni and La1−xSrxMnO3 as LSM), the O2− conducting materials
(i.e., Sm0.2Ce0.8O2−δ as SDC and the yttrium-stabilized zirconia as YSZ), the e−/O2− mixed conducting
mediums (i.e., La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ as LSCF and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ [3]), H+ conducting
mediums (i.e., BaZr0.7Pr0.1Y0.2O3_d [4] and BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3_d as BZCY [5]), and their mixtures.

However, good performance cell units are always constructed as a poor performance stack. Thus,
understanding the working details of a SOFC stack and further achieving a good structural design
is one of the key tasks to maximizing its power density and duration. As the experimental and
measurement process (especially the parameter-investigating process) is expensive and laborious,
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numerical simulation is considered to be a good approach to figure out the working details of a SOFC
stack and further address the parameter-optimizing works at a stack level.

A multiphysics model for the conventional cathode-supported SOFC single cell was developed
by W. Kong et al. [6] and A. Enrico [7] to optimize the interconnect ribs. A multiphysics model of
solid oxide button cells that use mixed conducting materials has also been developed to compare
the electrochemical property differences of LSCF-pore double phase boundaries and LSCF-SDC-pore
three phase boundaries [8]. In addition, the effect of area ratio between the anode and the cathode on
electrochemical performance of the corresponding SOFC button cell was further investigated by the
multiphysics model [9]. M. Ni developed a model for proton-conducting SOFC button cells fueled
by syngas [10], and a voltage control strategy was proposed by L. Sun et al. to achieve good fuel
cell performance [11]. A two-dimensional CFD model (calculated fluid dynamics) for a specific molten
carbonate fuel cell stack was proposed by H. Hirata et al.; they studied the dependence of flow distribution
on different rib thicknesses [12]. Huang et al. developed a 3D CFD model for a one-cell stack to investigate
the effects of flow uniformity on different interconnects and distributors [13]. Furthermore, a 2D CFD
model for the 100-cell stack was developed by Koh. et al., which aimed to simulate pressure drop
distribution characteristics between the inlet and outlet manifolds zones [14]. A. Cruz Rojas et al.
optimized the operation process of an air supply system in a typical fuel cell stack with a plant simulator
which incorporates the balance of plant (BOP) components [15] and Y. Qin et al. optimized a proper
fuzzy adaptive proportional integral derivative controller design for a specific fuel cell power system [16].
D. Chen et al. developed two 3D CFD models for the fuel and air flow paths of the 10-cell planar stacks,
with the aim to ascertain the proper flow arrangements patterns [17]. Recently, the CFD model was further
coupled with a solid mechanics model to obtain the induced thermal stress distribution feature in SOFC
stack heating-up [18]. Several 3D large-scale models have also been developed by researchers in a bid to
find a general fluid dynamics conclusion that is independent of specific structural designs [19]. The effects
of different cathode solid rib configurations on SOFC stack performances was numerically investigated
by a 3D multi-physics model for the cathode flow path of a 20-cell stack [20]. A 3D multi-physics half
model of the cathode flow path of a 49-tubular cell stack was developed to obtain the optimized external
air flow path for the anode support tubular fuel cell stack [21].

All of these findings have enhanced our understanding of the working features of SOFC stacks
and provide clear guidelines for the designing of stack structures. However, it is necessary to mention
that although the CFD modeling approach is widely used in SOFC research, 3D multi-physics models
of the entire large-scale planar SOFC stack structure are very few. This is owing to the fact that this
structure has complex component interactions between the fuel flow anode and the air flow cathode.

In this paper, a large-scale, whole-component, quasi multiphysics model for the complete
structure of a typical 10-cell SOFC stack is developed by coupling momentum, mass, energy and
quasi electrochemical transporting equations. Section 2.1 presents the 10-cell 3D model structure
and its corresponding parameters. It considers the solids, porous mediums and flow paths of
both anode and cathode parts. In Section 2.2 addresses the corresponding multi-physics equations,
boundary conditions and operation parameters. Section 2.3 outlines the mesh and calculation processes.
Section 3 describes how the model is used to identify the distributing characteristics of fuel/air static
pressures and flow rates among the piled cell layers and over each cell unit surface, H2 and O2 species
mole fraction distributions characteristics within rib channels and over electrode-electrolyte interfaces,
and the temperature distributions within the whole stack.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. 3D Model Structure and Parameters

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a conventional planar SOFC stack structure,
designed by the German Jülich Research Center [22]. The 10-cell stack consists of solid components,
porous electrodes and fuel/air flow paths. The solid parts include solid components and porous
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electrodes: (i) the membrane electrode assembly that includes anode support, electrolyte and porous
cathode is the core component of SOFC. Chemical and electrochemical reactions are carried out in
this area; (ii) the solid bipolar plate has several functions, which include connecting cell units and
conducting electric current, separating the air and fuel flows, and respectively distributing the air and
fuel flows over cathode and anode surfaces by solid ribs.
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of a conventional planar SOFC stack structure, as reported by Blum et al. [22].

The fluid parts include separated fuel and air flow paths and porous electrodes. The air flow
path of the SOFC consists of five flow parts: (i) inlet manifolds—used to divide the air flows into each
SOFC unit and transport the remaining air to the next cell unit; (ii) the feeding header within each
SOFC unit—further distributes air flow into the rib channels; (iii) rib channels—distributed over the
surface of the SOFC unit to uniformly spread air flow over the cathode surface. In this case, oxygen is
further transported to the electrochemical reaction sites through porous electrodes; (iv) exhausting
header—collects the exhaust air flows and transport them to (v) outlet manifolds. The shape of both
fuel and air manifolds in the current stack designs are rectangular (i.e., two inlet manifolds and one
outlet manifold, as shown in Figure 1).

The corresponding large-scale 10-cell planar SOFC short stack model (shown in Figure 2), will be
constructed by Gambit software. The corresponding geometrical and operating parameters are given
in Table 1.
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Figure 2. 3D structure of the 10-cell SOFC stack model, corresponding to the stack design in Figure 1.
Red and blue lines indicate the fuel and air flow directions within the stack, respectively.

Table 1. Geometrical and operational parameters corresponding to Figure 2.

Component and Operation Parameters Fuel Air

SOFC unit active area (mm ×mm) 100 × 105 100 × 105
Inlet manifold (mm ×mm) 10 × 12 10 × 18

Outlet manifold (mm ×mm) 10 × 30 10 × 44
Height of each SOFC unit (mm) 4.5 4.5

Feeding header (mm ×mm) 5 × 105 5 × 105
Exhaust header (mm ×mm) 5 × 105 5 × 105

Solid rib (mm ×mm) 3 × 1.5 3 × 1.5
Rib channel (mm ×mm) 3 × 1.5 3 × 1.5

Operation temperature, T (K) 1073.15
Operational current density, iop (A m−2) 7000

Utilization, η 0.7 0.3

2.2. Multi-Physics Models and the Boundary Conditions

Fluent, a commercial software, is used to figure out the multi-physics coupling processes within
the SOFC stack by addressing momentum, mass, energy and electrochemical conservation equations
on a 3D largescale SOFC model (Figure 2).

The continuity and momentum conservation equations for the fuel/air flow paths are:

∇ ·
(

ρ
⇀
u
)
= 0, (1)

∇
(

ρ
⇀
u
⇀
u
)
= −∇p +∇

(
µmix∇ ·

⇀
u
)

, (2)

where
⇀
u is velocity vector of fuel/air flow. The density of mixture gas ρ can be estimated by the

ideal-gas state equation. The effective dynamic viscosity of fuel/air flow µmix can be calculated
according to the ideal gas mixing theorem:

µmix =
n

∑
i=1

xiµi
n
∑

i=1
xjΦi,j

, (3)
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Φi.j =
1√
8

(
1 +

Mi
Mj

)−1/2
1 +

(
µi
µj

)1/2(
Mi
Mj

)1/4
2

, (4)

where the dynamic viscosity of species i can be evaluated based on the Sutherland’s law:

µi ≈ µ0

(
T
T0

)1.5 T0 + S
T + S

, (5)

where µ0, T0, S are the three reference coefficients, respectively.
For porous cathodes and anodes zones, the Brinkman equation can be used:

∇
(

ερ
⇀
u
⇀
u
)
= −ε∇p +∇

(
εµmix∇ ·

⇀
u
)
− ε2µ

κ

⇀
u , (6)

where ε is electrode porosity. Here, the porosities of both anode support and cathode current collector
layers are 0.48, the anode and cathode functional layers are 0.4., and κ is porous medium permeability.

The mass conservation equation for each species addresses both the air/fuel flow paths and
porous cathodes/anodes zones:

∇ ·
(

ερYi
⇀
u
)
= ε∇ ·

(
ρDeff

i ∇Yi

)
+ Si, (7)

where Yi is mass fraction of species i, Deff
i is the corresponding effective diffusion coefficient, and Si is

the generation/consumption rate. For the fuel/air manifolds, rib channels, anode support layer and
cathode current collection layer zones, Si = 0; for the cathode function layer, however, Si should be
expressed as:

SO2 = −
iopMO2

4Fdca
, SN2 = 0, (8)

Stot,ca = SO2 + SN2 , (9)

where dca is the thickness of the cathode functional layer, Stot,ca is the generation/consumption rate of
air flow within the cathode functional layers, and iop is the average operation current density.

For the anode function layer, source term Si can be expressed as:

SH2 = −
iopMH2

2Fdan
, SH2O = −

iopMH2O

2Fd
, (10)

Stot,an = SH2O + SH2 , (11)

where dan is the thickness of the anode functional layer, and Stot,an is the generation/consumption rate
of fuel flow within the anode functional layers.

Energy conservation equation for the porous electrodes and fuel/air flow paths:

∇ ·
(

ερ
⇀
u cpT

)
= ε∇ ·

(
keff∇T −∑

i
hi
→
J i +

(
τ̃ ·⇀u

))
+ Q, (12)

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of mixture gas, keff is the effective thermal conductivity,∇· (∑ hi Ji)

is the change of enthalpy caused by species diffusion,∇ · (τ̃ ·→u ) is the energy change caused by viscous
resistance, τ̃ is the momentum tensor, and Q is the heat source term. For the cathode and anode function
layer, the heat source term can be expressed as:

Q = iop(∆h/2F−Vop)/2d. (13)
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For the other parts of the model, Q = 0. Vop is the output voltage of each single cell. While T = 1073.15 K,
the molar enthalpy of the electrochemical reaction H2 + 0.5O2 = H2O is ∆h = 22,865.6 J mol−1.

The energy conservation equation for the solid parts (electrolytes and bipolar plates) is expressed as:

d(−Ak∇T)
dt

∆x = 0, (14)

where A is the surface area of electrolytes/bipolar plates; and k is the thermal conductivity of
electrolytes/bipolar plates. The detailed thermo-physical properties of the corresponding solid material
in the electrolyte and bipolar plate areas are illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. The corresponding thermal physical properties of each component.

Material Characteristics Porous Anode Electrolyte Porous Cathode Bipolar Plates

Density [kg·m−3] 6870 5900 6570 8900
Specific heat [J·kg−1·K−1] 595 606 573 518

Thermal conductivity [W·m−1·K−1] 6 2.7 11 45

Different boundary conditions for the multiphysics modeling are given in Table 3. For the
momentum conservation equation, the inlet velocity boundary conditions for the entrances of the fuel
and air inlet manifolds should be respectively estimated by:

uin
air = Niop AactMair/

(
4FηairχO2 ρair Ain

air

)
, (15)

uin
fuel = Niop AactMfuel/

(
2FηfuelχH2 ρfuel Ain

fuel

)
, (16)

where N = 10 is the SOFC unit number of the stack, Aact is the active area of each SOFC unit, F is
faraday constant, ηair and ηfuel are the utilizations of fuel and air flows, respectively; and Ain

air and Ain
fuel

are the total cross-section areas of the air and fuel inlet manifold entrances, respectively. The outlet
manifolds are extended with a proper value to avoid the backflow phenomenon around the manifold
outlets zones.

Table 3. The corresponding boundary conditions for 3D largescale and multi-physics simulating.

Inlet Manifolds
Entrances

Rib
Channel-Anode

Anode-
Electrolyte

Electrolyte-
Cathode

Cathode-Rib
Channel

Outlet Manifolds
Exits

Momentum
conservation

uin
air

uin
fuel

Continuity Insulation Insulation Continuity 0

Fuel mass
conservation

x0
H2

= 0.97
x0

H2O = 0.03
Continuity Insulation / /

⇀
n · (−D∇cH2 ) = 0

⇀
n · (−D∇cH2O) = 0

Air mass
conservation

x0
O2

= 0.21
x0

N2
= 0.79

/ / Insulation Continuity
⇀
n · (−D∇cO2 ) = 0
⇀
n · (−D∇cN2 ) = 0

Energy
conservation T0 = 973 K Continuity Continuity Continuity Continuity ⇀

n · (−k∇T) = 0

2.3. Mesh and Calculation

Mesh quality is of great importance in accurate 3D large scale model calculation. Figure 3 shows
the mesh details for this model. Hexahedron meshes are used in the structured grids, and there is
no mesh distortion or excessive aspect ratio in the model. The multi-physics equations mentioned
above are coupling solved (based mainly on the finite volume method) by commercial software Fluent
and C++ code with relative toleration convergence converge criteria 1 × 10−6. It is important to note
that although this largescale and multi-physics model is developed on the basis of the 10-cell stack
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design shown in Figure 1, it can also be applied to other planar SOFCs with different configurations,
cell numbers, and parameters.
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3. Results

Figure 4 shows the 3D static pressure distributions within both fuel and air flow paths of the
10-cell planar stack. The static pressure within the fuel flow path is smaller than that within the air
flow path due to the relatively higher air mass flow rates supplied to the stack. Furthermore, there are
relative uniform pressure drops ∆pi differences among the piled SOFC cells. ∆pi is defined as the static
pressure drop in each SOFC unit. This means that there is relative uniform airflow feeding rates in the
piled SOFC units, while a small-scale cell number is adopted (i.e., N = 10 in current design). This result
is consistent with both the experiment [23] and 3D calculated result based on the half SOFC stack [20].
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In Figure 5, the normalized fuel and air mass flow rates fed to each SOFC units,
.

m′l,i =
.

ml,i/ave(
.

ml,1 :
.

ml,N), are displayed. The corresponding cell number indexes are indicated in Figure 2.
.

ml,i is the fuel (or air) mass flow rate obtained by the i-th SOFC unit. Normalized items help compare
the performances of different SOFC stacks when different structure designs or operation parameters
are adopted. When the SOFC cell unit is connected in a series, the minimum intake flow corresponding
to the average mass flow rate is considered as the “stack uniformity index”, Γ = min(

.
m′l,1 :

.
m′l,N),

which is used to characterize the flow distribution quality on a stack level.
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For fuel distribution quality at stack level, the normalized mass flow rate of fuel flow fed to each
SOFC unit monotonously decreases with increasing SOFC number; this trend is not obvious, and the
difference between the layers is similar. Similarly, the normalized mass flow rate of airflow fed to
layer 9 is significantly lower than that of the other layers; layer 10 is slightly higher than that of layer
9. However, it is necessary to mention that both the stack uniformity indexes of air and fuel flows
(i.e., Γair and Γfuel) are above 0.9. This is beneficial for the normal operation of SOFC, especially the
small scale of the cell numbers (i.e., N = 10 in current design).

In addition to air/fuel flow distribution qualities at a stack level, the distribution qualities of
fuel and air mass flow rates among the rib channels on a cell unit level also have a great effect
on SOFC stack performance. Because the rib channels on the SOFC unit surface are arrayed in
parallel, ensuring similar distribution of gas flow rates among the rib channels is essential for uniform
electrochemical degradation induction on each SOFC unit surface and to further extend its duration.

Taking the 5-th SOFC cell unit as an example, Figure 6 shows the normalized fuel and air mass
flow rates,

.
m′c,i =

.
mc,i/ave(

.
mc,1 :

.
mc,Nc), distributions within the anode and cathode rib channels,

respectively.is the mass flow rate flows through the i-th channel. As indicated in Figure 2, Nc is the
total number of rib channels. It can be seen from the fuel flow channel that the fuel mass flow rate
is symmetrically distributed within the rib channels. The smallest

.
m′c,i appears at the extreme ends

of each cell unit, the minimum value is 0.83; and the maximum fuel flow rates appear around the
rib channels of 8, 9, 10 and 11-ths. These results are well supported by the fluid dynamics analyzing
results presented by the author of [19].Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 15 
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Similarly, the normalized mass rate of air flow obtained by the rib channels is symmetrically
distributed. The normalized mass flow rate is the smallest at the extreme ends of the single cell,
the minimum value is 0.76, and the peak value is distributed around the zone of 5-th to 14-th rib
channels. Both show such a distribution trend, because the fluid resistance of the rib channels
corresponding to the outlet manifold is the smallest, and the flow resistance in the first and ten rib
channels away from the outlet manifold is large. In comparison, the peak flow width in the air flow
channels is significantly larger than the fuel flow channels, which is related to the size of the outlet
manifold; the fuel outlet manifold width is 30 mm, and the air outlet manifold width is 44 mm. Thus,
we derive that the fuel and air flow distribution qualities of both stack and SOFC unit levels are
accepted for current stack geometric and operation parameters.

Figure 7a,b shows the hydrogen mole fraction distribution characteristics within the 10-layer
SOFC stack, among the rib channels of 5-th cell unit. The hydrogen distribution within the flow
channel appears to be “U-shaped”. In the same section, the hydrogen concentration in the rib channels
corresponding to the outlet manifold is significantly higher than the two sides. Figure 7c further
shows H2 mole fraction distribution characteristics over the anode-electrolyte interface of the 5-th cell
unit. On comparing Figures 7c and 7b, we conclude that the distribution of H2 mole fractions on the
anode-electrolyte interface is consistent with the distribution trend within the rib channels. Even in the
rectangular rib channels, the influence of the solid ribs on the H2 transport within the porous anode
is negligible.
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the rib channels of the 5-th cell unit; (c) over the anode-electrolyte interface of the 5-th cell unit. In here,
1e-3 means 1 × 10−3.

Similarly, Figure 8a–c shows the oxygen mole fraction distribution characteristics of the 10-layer
SOFC stack, among the rib channels of the 5-th cell unit, and over the cathode-electrolyte interface.
The fuel and air flow arrangement pattern in the current design is convection. The characteristics of
the air flow distribution within the rib channels is similar to that of the fuel flow channels. The oxygen
concentration in the rib channels, corresponding to the air outlet manifold, is obviously higher than
that on both sides, but in comparison, the distribution trend of oxygen is more uniform than that of
hydrogen. However, from Figure 8c, we can further understand that unlike the hydrogen diffusion
within the anode side, the oxygen transport within the porous cathode is greatly affected by the shape
of the solid rib configurations. As shown in both Figure 8b,c, similar oxygen mole fraction distributions
can be seen between the rib channels zone and the cathode-electrolyte interface zone covered by rib
channels. The other cathode-electrolyte interface zone covered by the solid ribs can only get very little
oxygen. This means that the solid rib configurations in the cathode sides greatly affect the O2 being
transported within the porous cathode.
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Figure 8. Distribution of oxygen molar fraction: (a) within the whole 10-layer SOFC stack; (b) among
the rib channels of the 5-th cell unit; (c) over the anode-electrolyte interface of the 5-th cell unit. In here,
1e-3 means 1 × 10−3.

The uniformities of fuel and air flow distributions and hydrogen and oxygen concentration
distributions might affect not only stack electrochemical performance, but also temperature distribution.
Due to the electrochemical reaction and various polarization losses, there is a certain temperature
gradient within the SOFC stack. The greater the temperature difference, the greater the thermal stress,
and the fatigue damage of the stack components; these issues occur on prolonged use and cause
weakening of the sealing performance, fuel leakage and other problems. Therefore, the life of the stack
is seriously affected by the temperature difference inside it.

Figure 9 shows the overall temperature profile of a SOFC stack with two hydrogen inlet manifolds
on the left side and two air inlet manifolds on the right side. Obviously, more uniform distribution
result of temperature should be found in the current model, compared with those obtained by
the half stack models [21], because the heat transfer process between the anode and cathode side
components is considered. Generally, the relevant uniform temperature distribution within the
current stack illustrate the geometric and operation parameters adopted in current design of stack
structure is accepted. This is also a benefit of the short cell number scale (i.e., N = 10). The reason
being that, as the temperature in the stack is propagated by fluid flow, the more uniform the fluid
distribution, the smaller the temperature difference. Additionally, the temperature distribution exhibits
a distribution tendency—the temperature on the air outlet side is significantly higher than the air inlet
side. In fact, it is not difficult to understand that due to the high air flow rate and specific heat capacity,
air flow within a typical SOFC stack is generally considered to be the main heat transfer carrier.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a large-scale, whole-component and quasi multi-physics model for the whole
structure of a typical SOFC stack is developed by coupling calculating the momentum, mass, heat and
quasi electrochemical transporting equations. This model can be used to figure out the working details
within the stack, more accurately compared with most of the half stack structure model. Although this
3D large scale model is developed on the basis on a specific 10-cell stack design, it can be applied to
many other different planar SOFC cases. This model helps us understand the multi-physics working
details within a large-scale stack, and obtain the distribution characterizes of important factors such
as the air/fuel flow rates distribution qualities on both stack and cell unit levels, species distribution
characteristics among rib channels and over electrode-electrolyte interfaces, temperature distribution
characteristics, etc. It can also be used to further address optimization of structure and operation
parameters in the near future. The results show that proper flow, species and temperature distribution
qualities can be achieved for a 10-cell short planar SOFC stack (Figure 1). The temperature increases
along the air flow directions, and shows an opposite trend with the distribution of air flow rates.
Air flow in the SOFC stack is the main heat transfer carrier due to its high flow rate and specific
heat capacity.
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